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The University updated many of  its 
sustainability requirements recently. Mike 
Glynn has the story.
Campus News, pg 5
@AlwAys Online:xavier.edu/newswireGreen thumbXavier’s neXUs Comunity Garden pulled its first harvest this fall. Lee Kindig takes a closer look.
Feature, pg 11
XU Celebrates Founders
norwood named one of  100 best youth spots
Continued on page 2
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A few steps from the build-
ing named in his honor, stephen 
smith accepted the 2010 Founders 
Day Award on Thursday as part 
of  the official blessing and open-
ing of  the Hoff  Academic Quad.
Founders Day is a yearly event 
that takes place in conjunction 
with the september Board of  
Trustees meeting.  This year the 
official opening of  the Hoff  
Academic Quad, including the 
Conaton learning Commons and 
smith Hall, was also delayed un-
til this time in order to combine 
events. 
Along with the award presenta-
tion, the event featured a blessing, 
informational videos about the Continued on page 3
Newswire photo by Alexa von Bargen
Norwood has been named on of the 100 best cities for young people.
norwood has been named one 
of  the “100 Best Communities 
for young People” in a study pub-
lished on sept. 21 by America’s 
Promise Alliance, a collection of  
businesses, advocacy groups and 
non-profit organizations wishing 
to improve the lives of  youths.
According to America’s Promise 
Alliance website, norwood is 
highly acclaimed for its diverse 
after-school activities and support 
groups aiming to raise awareness 
for sexual abuse victims. 
some of  the groups men-
tioned by the APA fall beneath the 
norwood Community Coalition 
such as Job’s Daughters, ywCA-
HiPPy (Home instruction 
for Parents of  Pre-school 
youngsters), the Caleb-Tate Fuller 
Foundation,  Family and Children 
First Council and the norwood 
Health Department.
norwood and the coalition 
plan to train 500 citizens to help 
prevent and protect children from 
sexual assaults as well as increase 
high school graduation rates.
According to the Promise 
Alliance, the norwood scholarship 
Fund gives more than $100,000 
new buildings, tours of  the new 
facilities, several open bar stations 
and a light reception supper out-
side with a student jazz band as 
the entertainment.
work on this event began in 
June immediately after graduation 
and picked up in August.
“Planning for this event was 
really a collaborative effort. Many 
departments—office of  special 
events, communications, univer-
sity relations—worked together 
to make this event a reality,” Kelly 
King, special events coordinator 
for Cintas Center, said.
Although approximately 1,400 
people were invited to the event, 
roughly 350 attended.
students, faculty, staff, commu-
nity leaders, donors and friends 
of  the University were among the 
attendees.
The rationale for holding the 
event in the Conaton learning 
Commons instead of  smith Hall, 
home of  the williams College 
of  Business, was the ClC space 
worked better for logistics such 
as rented video equipment. Also 
many more night classes take 
place in smith Hall, classes that 
would have to be canceled for the 
event. 
The Conaton learning 
Commons was closed and all 
classes were canceled after 2 p.m. 
in order to accommodate set-up 
for the event.
“we wanted this to be as little 










XU’s East Campus 
project developing
More than 10 years after com-
pleting Cintas Center and months 
after opening the Hoff  Academic 
Quad, Xavier administrators are 
assessing plans for the next cam-
pus construction project: the re-
tail-oriented east Campus expan-
sion in the area between campus 
and Montgomery Road.
The project—which will in-
clude a hotel, fitness center, 
bookstore, office buildings, apart-
ments and retail businesses—was 
originally conceived in 2005 after 
Xavier purchased nine acres of  
land from Zumbiel Packaging in 
2004 and is currently being re-
viewed by three outside agencies.
When University officials 
originally discussed the project in 
2005 they planned to hire a single 
architect to design and build the 
project, then called Xavier square. 
Yet Liz Blume, executive director 
of  Xavier’s Community Building 
institute, said the idea has changed 
in the past five years.
“The economy is different than 
it was back then,” Blume said. 
“Financing is different. Our re-
sponsibilities are different. i think 
it is likely that the University will 
play a much different role in the 
development than we had origi-
nally envisioned.”
The new plan will include con-
sulting with program manage-
ment firm Brailsford & Dunlavey 
to calculate costs and necessary 
funding, as well as develop a 
physical design for the space. The 
University is also consulting with 
FRCH Design worldwide on ar-
chitectural design and shepley 
Bulfinch on a comprehensive 
campus master plan incorporating 
the east Campus expansion.
Consulting is the first step 
in the building process. when 
Xavier built the Hoff  Academic 
Quad, consulting began in 2005, 
five years before the construction 
was complete—a time frame that 
Blume hesitated to commit to.
“i think this plan takes a long 
view,” Blume said. “i know abso-
lutely that the board of  trustees, 
[University President] Fr. [Michael 
J.] Graham[,s.J.] and the senior 
level administrators here want 
east Campus to move in that same 
time frame, but once we have the 
planning documents in place the 
board will probably be able to 
make those kinds of  decisions.”
The uncertainty comes largely 
from the funding structure for the 
east Campus expansion, as Xavier 
will attempt to rent or lease much 
of  the property, decreasing the 
University cost and potentially al-
tering blueprints and time tables.
to high school seniors, who lack 
credits to graduate.
This money is used to take 
classes online and ensure all stu-
dents have a chance to finish their 
high school education on time.
America’s Promise Alliance 
also notes that norwood has done 
well with providing a healthy envi-
ronment for its residents.
“The norwood Health 
Department works closely with 
norwood Community schools to 
provide immunizations, referral 
services and home health visits by 
nurses,” a statement released by 
APA said. “Teachers have stepped 
up as role models by initiating 
walking [and] running programs 
and practicing tobacco-free and 
healthy eating behaviors.”
This year, the APA contest had 
its largest turnout with more than 
350 cities throughout the U.s. 
applying.
Along with the city of  norwood, 
Ohio had two other winning cities 
in Findlay/Handcock County and 
Hudson. 
National study picks Norwood for extracuricular, sex abuse programs
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The weekly shuttle schedule has undergone several schedule changes this year.
Photo courtesy of Croswell-bus.com
Continued from page 1
Xavier alum runs 77 
miles in 24-hour race
-Paid Advertisement- 
Blume said that the University 
will likely have to need funds for 
the student apartments and fitness 
center, but the state of  Ohio may 
provide public funding and tax 
credits, which would work with 
revenue from rented and leased 
properties to alleviate Xavier’s 
fundraising needs.
“I know all of  that is in the 
pot,” Blume said. “What the mix 
looks like and how that works out 
is one of  the things that Brailsford 
& Dunlavey is helping us with. 
So we don’t know what the final 
funding mix will look like.”
Part of  the funding may come 
from allowing private companies 
to design and build office space 
on the land. While Blume main-
tains that Xavier will always own 
the land, University administra-
tors hope to bring in professionals 
to work with students and share 
resources.
“There would be offices that we 
think could be themed for health-
care to link in to our programs 
with Health and Wellness and 
programs with pre-med,” John 
Kucia, Xavier’s administrative vice 
president, said. “It would be office 
users who have an interest in con-
necting to provide medical servic-
es, be involved in research or be 
accessible to our students.”
Xavier has consulted with both 
elected officials and residents of  
Norwood and Evanston on the 
project, insuring that each group 
is aware of  the specifics moving 
forward.
Blume said the program is 
aimed at community involvement, 
with the fitness center and retail 
businesses aimed at bringing in 
residents from a three-mile radius 
on a regular basis.
“Evanston has been very sup-
portive all along of  the retail uses 
because they really feel like they 
could use some new amenities—
they would love to see a bank, cof-
fee shop and restaurant,” Blume 
said. “Norwood would like to see 
as many job-producing products 
as they can and likes the idea of  
having students move from their 
neighborhood back closer to cam-
pus. They have slightly different 
positions, but everyone has the 
same general vision in mind.”
With Xavier’s purchase of  
Norwood Plaza—which will likely 
remain a parking lot in Shepley 
Blufinch’s campus master plan—
University administrators hope 
the campus expansion will pro-
mote private investment into the 
surrounding area.
“Our motivation for the East 
Campus expansion is to have a 
positive impact on the surround-
ing neighborhood,” Kucia said. 
“We know that the health and 
vitality of  the University and sur-
rounding community are interde-
pendent. You can’t have a great, 
vibrant University surrounded 
by things that aren’t safe and are 
struggling.”
XU East Campus Project Developing
Xavier’s East Campus expan-
sion project is still develop-
ing, but here is a look at some 
of the key buildings and their 
expected benefits:
Hotel
• Allow parents and pro-
spective students to stay 
near campus, as opposed to 
downtown
• Allow Cintas Center to 
expand its conference of-
ferings with nearby hotel 
space
Xavier Café
• Bring back a forgotten 
campus staple, as the bar 
for “The Woods” has been 
stored in the Alumni Center
• Provide a restaurant for 
students and community 
members
Fitness Center
• Offer a fitness option for 
students and community 
members
Office Space
• Bring in local profession-
als, perhaps in the medi-
cal field, that would benefit 
from a close proximity to 
students
• Alleviate necessary fund-
ing through rent payments
Bookstore
• Increase exposure with a 
stand-alone building
Apartments
• Offer more student-hous-
ing options with traditional-
style apartments









Tucker Max’s first book, I Hope 
They Serve Beer in Hell is a #1 
NY Times Best Seller with over 
1 million copies sold. He has 
also been credited with being 
the originator and leader of the 
literary genre, “fratire,” and was 
nominated to Time Magazine’s 
100 Most Influential List in 2009. 
He received his BA with highest 
honors from the University of 
Chicago in 1998, and attended 
Duke Law School on an academic 
scholarship, where he graduated 
with a JD in 2001. 
TUCKER MAX
Fall Sale Day Friday, October 15th
Gives Back Members receive 20% off everything!*
*Some exclusions apply
Karl Dostal placed 75th after running 
77 miles in the NorthCoast 24-Hour 
Endurance Run.
Photo courtesy of Karl Dostal
In an effort to increase options 
for students without vehicles on 
campus, the Student Government 
Association has updated and ex-
panded its shuttle service for the 
2010-11 school year, a change that 
is already affecting students.
The number of  rides on the 
daytime weekday shuttle, which 
provides rides to class for students 
living off  campus, has increased 
from 64 per week to 121 per week 
in SGA’s study of  ridership during 
the first two weeks of  the 2010-11 
school year.
SGA Senate Coordinator Neil 
Heckman said issues that SGA 
attempted to address this year in-
cluded the shuttle route and times 
being inconsistent last year and 
decreasing ridership.
“This year the drivers are well 
versed on the route, when the 
shuttles are supposed to be at 
which stop and for how long, and 
they even know the class sched-
ule,” Heckman said.
Similarly, the Saturday shop-
ping shuttle and nighttime week-
end shuttle have also seen an in-
crease in rides. 
The Friday and Saturday night 
neighborhood shuttles have add-
ed a new stop at United Dairy 
Farmers (UDF) store on the cor-
ner of  Montgomery Road and 
Dana Avenue.  
“This stop serves two purpos-
es: one, it would be a deterrent for 
crime throughout the questionable 
section of  Dana where students 
are often walking to and from 
Dana Gardens, UDF or house 
parties,” Heckman said. “And two, 
it would serve as a safe way for 
students to leave Dana Gardens, 
or to get to UDF.”   
SGA has also added weekly 
Friday night shuttles stopping at 
Fountain Square in downtown 
Cincinnati and Newport on the 
Levee in Kentucky.  
Departing from the D’Artagnan 
statue next to Cintas Center, the 
downtown shuttle makes regular 
stops from 7 p.m. to 2 a.m. and 
returns every 45 minutes. The 
shuttles run every weekend except 
during holidays and finals.
The Saturday shopping shuttles 
are also available this year from 10 
a.m. to 6 p.m. with continuous 
loops from the D’Artagnan statue 
to Rookwood Commons, Target 
and Kenwood Mall.
An SGA sign next to Cintas 
Center displays the exact shuttle 
pick-up and drop-off  times.
By Kris reilly
Staff  Writer
Xavier alum Karl Dostal ran 
77 miles over a 24-hour period as 
a participant in the NorthCoast 
24-Hour Endurance Run, a race 
held in Cleveland, Ohio at sce-
nic Edgewater Park next to Lake 
Erie.  
To put that distance into per-
spective, Dayton is 50 miles north 
of  Cincinnati, and Columbus is 70 
miles northeast of  Dayton.  The 
race began at 9 a.m. on Saturday, 
Sept. 18, and ended at 9 a.m. on 
Sunday Sept. 19.
The runners traveled around 
a mile-long loop in the park, 
covering as many miles as pos-
sible within the allotted 24 hours. 
Participants could leave the race at 
any point, allowing them to rest 
and eat, but were required to re-
enter the race at the same point 
from which they left.
This year, the NorthCoast 24 
was selected as the USA Track 
and Field 24-Hour National 
Championship. Dostal placed 
75th out of  147 total partici-
pants. The 2010 champion, Serge 
Arbona, ran over 156 miles.
The event supports the 
Epilepsy Association Virtual 
Runner Program, in which partici-
pants collect donations that ben-
efit patients with epilepsy.
Dostal received a B.A. in 
Accounting and Finance from the 
University of  Cincinnati in 1995 
and an MBA in Taxation from 
Xavier University in 2000.  Since 
then, he has worked with Cooney, 
Faulkner and Stevens, LLC, a cer-
tified public accounting and busi-
ness advisory firm founded in 
2000.
Dostal became a partner with 
CFS in 2006 and has received 
various accolades. He was recent-
ly named the 2010 FIVE STAR 
Wealth Manager and was accept-
ed as a member of  the National 
Society of  Healthcare Business 
Consultants.
Weekly SAG shuttle alters 
schedule for a safer campus
By John schroecK
Backpage Editor
Photo courtesy of Xavier.edu
Executive Director of the Community 
Building Institute Liz Blume.
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By saBrina Brown
Staff  Writer
During the Sept. 24 meeting 
immediately following founders 
day, Xavier’s Board of  Trustees 
welcomed five new members; 
Donna Jones Baker, president 
and CEO of  the Urban League 
of  Greater Cincinnati, Bruce 
Brown, chief  technology officer 
for Procter & Gamble, Vincent 
C. Caponi, chief  executive offi-
cer for St. Vincent Health, David 
L. Joyce, president and chief  ex-
ecutive officer of  GE Aviation 
and Jim Wainscott, chairman, 
president and CEO of  AK Steel 
Corporation.
 Professor John LaRocca, S.J., 
was also given emeritus trustee-
ship for life.








Residence Life will be reinstat-
ing its Study Rewards Program 
in Xavier-sponsored housing this 
year. 
The Study Rewards program 
is an opportunity for students to 
earn prizes and get rewarded for 
academic effortThe program be-
gan in the fall of  2007 in an ef-
fort to make the residence halls a 
study area and place that supports 
academics. 
“We want our residence halls 
to be an environment that is con-
ducive to studying as well as so-
cializing,” said Shonda Daniels, 
Buenger Hall director. 
Throughout 
the year, the 
resident as-
sistants will 





be handed out 
t h r o u g h o u t 
the week as 
well as on the 
weekend. 
These tickets 
will be awarded 
to any students 
RAs observe 
studying in 
their room, the 
lounges or any 
other space in 
the residence 
halls. 
However, the Study Rewards 
program is not solely for those 
students living in the residence 
halls. 
Beginning this year, Residence 
Life has extended the program to 
support those students living in 
on-campus apartments as well. 
Students living in the apart-
ments may bring proof  of  aca-
demic success to the RA of-
fices in the village or Commons 
Apartments to receive a ticket. 
Examples of  such proof  in-
clude a good grade on a paper, 
talking with a professor or a resu-
mé critique from Career Services.
In December, the Office of  
Residence Life will be holding an 
event in Cintas Center where stu-
dents can redeem their tickets for 
raffle prizes. 





b o o k s t o r e 
gift certifi-
cates, tech-
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favorite study tips at this event.
Students receive 
awards for academic 
achievements 
XU celebrates founders
Continued from page 1
Physical Plant is currently in 
the process of  overhauling the 
west side of  the ground floor 
of  Kuhlman Hall into six new 
dorm rooms, converting the space 
formerly occupied by Athletic 
Academic Advising into expanded 
options for student housing.
These dorm rooms will share 
the same layout as the rest of  the 
building, with two rooms sharing 
a bathroom, and will make the 
west wing of  the ground floor 
into one continuous hallway in-
stead of  having an isolated office 
at the end.
The construction, which has 
been ongoing throughout the fall 
semester, began after the Athletic 
Academic Advising office moved 
to the fifth floor of  the Conaton 
Learning Commons in August. 
Xavier University has recently 
installed four blue emergency 
phones throughout campus. 
These phones are located at the 
corner of  Dana and Ledgewood 
Avenues, the back parking lot of  
Smith Hall, outside of  Schott Hall 
and in front of  the Hoff  Academic 
Quad.
Emergency phones are meant 
for students to use in order to 
easily and quickly access a trained 
dispatcher who can direct the nec-
essary aid to a student’s location.
Students can use these phones 
for multiple situations. Whether it 
is for help with an injury, report-
ing a crime, reporting unusual ac-
tivity, acquiring a jump start for 
a dead battery or a request for a 
police escort. 
This allows students a faster 
method of  reaching the police 
as opposed to having to dial the 
Xavier Police number—513-745-
1000 for emergencies and 513-
745-2000 for non-emergencies.
 Students should not dial 911 
for campus emergencies because 
the University’s telephone network 
is not connected to the county’s 
911 emergency communication 
system, elongating the process of  
acquiring assistance.  
These new blue emergency 





Newswire photo by Jade Sanders 
  Freshman Jenny Bruns receives a raffle ticket 
from senior RA Allen Boyd for being found 
studying.
Senior Shaina Cales, a Reserve 
Officers' Training Corps Cadet, 
was ranked No. 6 out of  more 
than 5000 cadets nationwide in 
the National Order of  Merit List 
for her balance of  academic and 
physical training success.  
"She has clearly demonstrat-
ed her ability to perform at the 
highest levels of  leadership and 
academics," said Lt. Col. Shane 
Ousey, Xavier’s ROTC battalion 
commander in a press release on 
Tuesday.
According to Cales, the OML 
score is based on grade-point 
average, physical training tests, 
evaluations from ROTC and 
the Leadership Development 
Assessment Course. 
 "Each section is weighted dif-
ferently.  For example, your GPA 
counts for close to 40 percent of  
the score.  It's the biggest section 
of  the OML," Cales said.
The scores are calculated and 
placed into a point system ranging 
from one to 100. Each cadet com-
missioned during the fiscal year is 
ranked according to these num-
bers.  According to a press release 
from the University, the numbers 
are used to give priority to cadets 
on where they will be stationed 
and what branch they wish to be 
commissioned with, along with 
other choices such as reserve or 
active duty and Law or Medical 
school.
Cales has also participated in 
cultural immersion programs in 
Argentina and Airborne School in 
the summer. 
 "They can help with improv-
ing your OML scores, but I really 
did them because I wanted to do 
them, " Cales said. "I enjoy work-
ing out and keeping my grades up. 
It all came very naturally to me."
Along with her high rankings, 
Cales has earned recognition as a 
Distinguished Military Graduate.
This award is only given to stu-
dents that place in the top 20 per-
cent of  cadets for their OML 
scores.




President Michael J. Graham, S.J. cuts the ribbon at the Founders Day event.
Photo courtesy of Greg Rust
The deadline for registering to 
vote in Ohio is Oct. 4.  Students 
can register both in their home-
town as a resident and in Hamilton 
County as a student, but can only 
vote in one district. Students 
can find registration forms on 
the Hamilton County Board of  
Election website.
Final call for 
voter registration
the students,” King said.
King declined to comment on 
the cost of  the event, saying that 
she did not have those kind of  
numbers at this time.
Stephen Smith, whom Smith 
Hall is named after, accepted the 
annual Founders Day Award. 
The award “honors individuals 
whose outstanding contributions 
to Xavier help the University bet-
ter serve students and society.”
Smith received an applied 
economics degree from Xavier 
in 1968 and worked at at various 
brokerage firms throughout his 
career. 
He joined the Presidents 
Advisory Council as a representa-
tive from the Williams College of  
Business in 1996 and has been a 
member of  the Board of  Trustees 
since 2005. 
Recently, Smith and his wife 
Delores made the lead gift in 
the construction of  the Williams 
College of  Business building that 
now bears their names.
President Michael  J. Graham, 
S.J. presented the award to Smith. 
Vice President for University 
Relations Gary Massa made re-
marks to welcome the crowd, and 
Student Government Association 
president senior Kevin Contrera 
thanked those gathered for their 
support on behalf  of  the student 
body. 
Smith’s remarks were acci-
dentally skipped in the ceremony 
itself, but were later given at the 
reception.
Notable past award recipients 
include 1985 winner Edward B. 
Brueggeman S.J.,  1991 winner 
Clement L. Buenger, 2002 win-
ner Charles P. Gallagher and 2004 
winner Michael J. Conaton. 
Campus News4 Xavier Newswireseptember 29, 2010
By david maxwell
Staff  Writer
Professor Profile: Dr. Chartrand
Photo courtesty of Dr. Leon Chartrand
Xavier strives to be a sustainable campus
By mike glynn
Asst. Campus News Editor
Dr. Leon Chartrand, profes-
sor of  theology and environmen-
tal ethics, completed his doctoral 
work in environmental ethics and 
has also recieved two doctoral 
certificates: one degree in large 
mammal conservation from  the 
University of  Toronto and a de-
gree in theology and ecology from 
St. Michael’s University.  
Dr. Chartrand is a visiting pro-
fessor at Xavier. The Newswire re-
cently had the opportunity to talk 
with Dr. Chartrand about his ex-
periences as a professor both on 
campus and in the wilderness.
xn: How long did you work 
in the Jackson Hole area? what 
were your jobs there?
LC: I worked in the Jackson 
Hole area for seven years as a 
regional bear biologist and a 
bear management officer for 
the Wyoming Game and Fish 
Department.  
I was responsible for bear man-
agement in all the area outside of  
and around Yellowstone National 
Park.
xn: what is your favorite 
thing about the yellowstone area?
LC: I feel a deep connection to 
the Yellowstone and Grand Teton 
landscape.  
That connection is especially 
powerful when I am in the wil-
derness.  I have a strong desire to 
feel and experience the divine in 
nature. 
xn: you are writing a non-
fiction account about your ex-
periences with bears.  why 
have you decided to write it?
LC: I have had a wide range of  
powerful experiences with bears 
in the Yellowstone area. 
 I feel compelled to increase 
awareness and bring these ex-
periences to life in the minds of  
others, and a book is an effective 






Sept. 23, 11:36 a.m. – A 
non-student asking for work 
or money on the academic mall 
was given a Field Investigation 
Report and warned about 
trespassing.
Sept. 24, 2:30 p.m. – Xavier 
Police assisted Residence Life 
with a roommate dispute in 
one of  the residence halls. All 
three students involved were 
issued no contact notices and 
the advocacy program was 
notified.
Sept. 24, 5:18 p.m. – Two 
non-students selling magazine 
subscriptions in the Village 
were issued criminal trespass-
ing charges and advised to stay 
off  campus.
Sept. 26, 12:42 a.m. – 
Xavier Police and Norwood 
Police attended to a loud stu-
dent party on the 1900 block of  
Hudson Avenue. There were 
approximately 100 to 125 stu-
dents in attendance. The party 
was ended and one individual 
took responsibility for the 
party.
Sept. 26, 2:07 a.m. – An 
  
Sept. 25, 4:16 p.m. – A 
non-student sitting on the 
steps of  a Xavier-owned 
building on the 1400 block 
of  Dana Avenue with an ex-
tensive criminal history was 
arrested for 10 outstanding 
arrest warrants. The suspect 
was released to Cincinnati 
Police. 
intoxicated student was car-
ried through the C2 parking 
lot by other students and was 
issued a citation for underage 
consumption. Residence Life 
will follow up. 
Sept. 26, 8:44 p.m. – A 
group of  students playing bas-
ketball on the outdoor courts 
reported the theft of  three 
wallets and two cell phones 
which were left unattended on 
the picnic tables while the stu-
dents played a game of  five on 
five with six unknown individ-
uals, who left after the game in 
a green Chevy Trailblazer. 
Sept. 27, 12:10 a.m. – A 
student driving the wrong way 
on University Drive was issued 
a citation. The student was 
also required to attend court 
by Norwood Police for an out-
standing traffic warrant.
The thought of  what you are 
going to do with this newspaper 
has hopefully crossed your mind at 
some point.  The answer is not to 
throw it in the trash, but to recycle. 
This will aid in the Sustainability 
Committee’s efforts to convert 
Xavier into a green campus.
The Xavier  Susta inabi l i ty 
Committee was formed in 2008 
in response to American College 
and University Presidents Climate 
Committee requirements of  devel-
oping a long-term goal of  achieving 
climate neutrality and short term 
goal of  reducing greenhouse emis-
sions. For Xavier to achieve such 
goals, the Sustainability Committee 
has written the Campus Action 
Plan.
Xavier has undergone changes 
in the past few years that one would 
often not notice, such as: sensor 
valves in restrooms to conserve 
water, management systems to turn 
off  lights when no one is present, 
energy-efficient windows and roofs 
and fluorescent light bulbs that use 
75 percent less electricity. 
T h e  C o n a t o n  L e a r n i n g 
Commons and Williams College of  
Business were built using recycled 
materials such as steel and concrete 
thanks to the banners that lined the 
fences around the building sites. 
These buildings also meet the 
United States Green Building 
Council’s LEED silver level certi-
fication. This certification details a 
building that is high-performance 
and has use of  local and regional 
materials that are also renew-
able and produce a small carbon 
footprint. 
The Campus Action Plan also 
seeks to improve upon the changes 
already in place. Xavier hopes to 
reduce carbon emissions by 15 
percent in 2015 and by 50 percent 
in 2025. This reduction of  green-
house gases would be reduced 
by the creation of  a bike rental 
program in the near future and 
through campus-wide composting. 
In addition, the plan would bring 
forth a voluntary green fee of  $10 
which would provide funding for a 
potential center to house the sus-
tainability committee and numer-
ous activities.
In the past as well as this year, 
the Sustainability Committee has 
held Recycle Mania. Last February, 
it increased recycling on campus 
by 26 percent. The Caught Green 
Handed Program, which runs as a 
contest where individuals will re-
ceive raffle tickets for being caught 
performing “green” actions, was 
developed and is currently run-
ning for this year. 
The cafeteria currently has 
meatless Mondays where a wider 
variety of  vegetarian dinner op-
tions are available for students. 
Also, Sustainability Week will 
run this year along with numer-
ous monthly events and displays 
around campus. 
On the academic side, the 
Campus Action Plan is currently 
proposing an Environmental 
Studies major. A minor current-
ly exists with a heavy focus on 
economics. 
“The Environmental Studies 
major will give students the op-
portunity to engage with the en-
vironment intelligently and with 
practical implications for a future 
career,” said Laura Wallace, sus-
tainability intern. 
The Campus Action Plan was 
acknowledged and supported 
by the Student Government 
Association this past Monday in a 
written resolution. The resolution 
was passed supporting the main 
goals of  the Campus Action Plan 
unanimously by Senate, most no-
tably the “green fee.”
“This resolution supports the 
green fee which will help further 
the mission and objectives of  the 
Campus Sustainability Plan,” said 
Senator Chris Hale. 
For students interested in get-
ting involved with sustainabil-
ity efforts around campus, the 
Student Sustainability Club has 
gotten underway this year. A sec-
tion for an individual pledge ex-
ists on the Xavier website where 
students make promises such as 
turning off  lights when not in use, 
using both sides of  paper for note 
taking, thinking before purchasing 
products and leading by example.
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xn: you have led and are 
planning to lead theology 
classes in yellowstone.  what 
do you think students can take 
away from an experience like 
that?
LC: People tend to think of  
theology in a very heady and 
abstract way when, in reality, 
it is largely based on personal 
experience.  
These classes allow students 
to see and feel the presence of  
abstract concepts in an environ-
ment where they are extremely 
evident.
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Xavier hopes to reduce its carbon emissions by 50 percent by 2025.
Dr. Leon Chartrand led a summer theology class in Yellowstone National Park. 
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Urban farmer Will allen speaks at e/rs lecture
Urban farmer Will Allen speaks at Xavier’s campus about Growing Power, Inc., a Milwakee-based urban gardening initiative.
Students need to arrive early for good seats at Cintas Center for 2010-11.
Student ticketing remains online
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Dr. Leon Chartrand, profes-
sor of  theology and environmen-
tal ethics, completed his doctoral 
work in environmental ethics and 
has also recieved two doctoral 
certificates: one degree in large 
mammal conservation from  the 
University of  Toronto and a de-
gree in theology and ecology from 
St. Michael’s University.  
Dr. Chartrand is a visiting pro-
fessor at Xavier. The Newswire re-
cently had the opportunity to talk 
with Dr. Chartrand about his ex-
periences as a professor both on 
campus and in the wilderness.
XN: How long did you work 
in the Jackson Hole area? What 
were your jobs there?
LC: I worked in the Jackson 
Hole area for seven years as a 
regional bear biologist and a 
bear management officer for 
the Wyoming Game and Fish 
Department.  
I was responsible for bear man-
agement in all the area outside of  
and around Yellowstone National 
Park.
XN: What is your favorite 
thing about the yellowstone area?
LC: I feel a deep connection to 
the Yellowstone and Grand Teton 
“It’s all about the soil.” 
These were the words that rang 
through Schiff  Banquet Center 
on Sunday night, when Milwaukee 
urban farmer Will Allen spoke to a 
crowd of  more than 200 as a part 
of  the Ethics/Religion and Society 
Ecology and Sustainability lecture 
series. Allen strongly embodies 
the theme of  this year’s lecture se-
ries, Green Urbanism, through his 
work with the non-profit organi-
zation, Growing Power, Inc. 
In 1993, Allen bought the last 
two surviving acres of  the last re-
maining farm in Milwaukee. Since 
then, he has started four farm sites 
in Chicago and grown his original 
farm to include six greenhouses; 
an aquaponics, or fish-farming, 
house; three vegetable greenhous-
es, an apiary, or bee farm with five 
beehives; three poultry houses; 
outdoor pens for livestock; a large 
composting operation including 
vermiculture, or worm compost; 
an anaerobic digester and a small 
retail store. 
The company operates on a 
$4 million annual budget and 
provides living wage employ-
ment for 55 people each year. 
Allen has been recognized 
by Time magazine as one of  the 
100 most influential people, and 
is a recipient of  the MacArthur 
Fellowship, or Genius Award, 
which is a $500,000 grant given 
yearly to United States citizens 
who show exceptional merit 
and promise for continued and 
enhanced creative work in their 
respective fields. 
The son of  a Southern share-
cropper, Allen’s family moved 
to the outskirts of  Washington, 
D.C. at an early age, but his father 
wanted his children to be exposed 
to gardening. 
After careers as both a profes-
sional basketball player and an as-
sociate for Proctor and Gamble, 
Allen went back to his garden-
ing roots and has since been a 
key player in the Good Food 
Revolution.
By selling their locally-grown 
foods, Growing Power, Inc. is 
able to ensure the quality and nu-
tritional value of  the food its sur-
rounding communities consume, 
and likewise stimulate the local 
economy. 
“We’re always going to have 
food,” Allen said. “But is it 
food that is going to bring us to 
prominence?” 
Through Growing Power, Inc. 
Allen hopes to restore healthy 
foods into the Milwaukee area, 
recapture vacant lands lost to agri-
business and reinstate small, rural 
farmers into the food economy. 
In addition to their gardening 
initiative, Growing Power, Inc. 
focuses on youth education, offer-
ing children from low-income back-
grounds both academic and profes-
sional experience. 
The company instituted a read-
ing program that helped improve 
students’ literacy skills and grades in 
the local schools. 
Growing Power Inc. also offer 
three-month internship opportuni-
ties where interns work 60 hours a 
week assisting with community food 
system development, small farmer 
outreach and urban agriculture. 
For Allen, the most important 
part of  his work is engaging the 
community. 
“Food is the one thing that re-
ally brings us all together, regard-
less of  who you are,” Allen said. 
To pass on his knowledge to 
the next generation, he encour-
ages the involvement of  the 
community. 
“You have to have educators, 
planners, doctors, corporations 
and youth, and bring folks to the 
table to have a dialogue and lever-
age their strengths for success,” 
said Allensard. 
He encourages viewing the 
community as an asset to urban 
gardening, and wants to share 
his project’s success and sus-
tainability efforts with the local 
communities. 
For Xavier, Allen’s insights are 
a move towards more sustain-
ability education and discussion 
on campus, which is exactly the 
goal that co-chairs of  the Ecology 
and Sustainability lecture series, 
Dr. Kathleen Smythe and Dr. 
Elizabeth Groppe, had in mind. 
“We wanted to give students, 
faculty, and staff  a chance to begin 
thinking about sustainability issues,” 
Smythe said. “We thought there 
was a strong need for a stronger cli-
mate of  concern and education on 
campus.”
Growing Power, Inc. seeks the 
same goal; to set a concrete example 
of  what a successful urban farming 
program looks like, and inspire oth-
ers to follow that example and plant 
their own roots in the soil. 
“We have the means to do it,” 
Allen said. “We just have to have 
the will. We’ve got to roll up our 
sleeves and do it.”
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Last year, Xavier students saw 
an end to the long lines on Monday 
afternoon for men’s basketball 
tickets. That system will continue 
this year. Gone are the days of  
handing a friend your All-Card to 
pick you up a ticket because you 
had class during the distribution. 
Despite some early confusion 
and kinks, starting last season stu-
dent men’s basketball tickets were 
only available online.
“I felt like [last season] went 
really well,” Director of  Ticketing 
and Premium Seating Brett 
Sanders said. 
“There were a few minor is-
sues, but anytime you make any 
big change like that there’s going 
to be some growing pains.”
Xavier students can request 
men’s basketball tickets by going 
to goxavier.com, clicking on the 
“tickets” banner, then on “student 
tickets.” 
From that screen new students 
can set up their accounts and 
those already registered can re-
quest tickets.
Once a request has been made 
and processed, students will re-
ceive an e-mail confirming their 
request.
“The biggest difference, I 
guess, will be that the group infor-
mation is actually already posted 
with the schedule,” Sanders said. 
“Just [in an effort] to make that 
information available to the stu-
dents as early as possible.”
The schedule of  when to re-
quest tickets and the password 
can be accessed from the “Student 
Tickets” page.
One of  the goals of  imple-
menting the new system was to 
encourage students to get in-
side Cintas Center as early as 
possible.
 On game day, the students 
who arrive at the gate the earliest 
receive the closest seats.
“We did start having kids line 
up early and get in early,” Sanders 
said. “I was pleased with how that 
turned out.”
 “I was happy with the re-
demption rate,” Sanders said. 
“We had more students pick it up 
tickets last year. I think all in all in 
went pretty well.”
Last season, both the men’s and 
women’s Crosstown Shootouts 
were at Xavier. 
In order for students to re-
ceive a ticket to the men’s game, 
they first had to camp outside for 
three days and attend the women’s 
Crosstown Shootout.
This year, with both games be-
ing at Cincinnati, there should be 
no special pick-up systems.
 “As far as I know every game is 
going to work the same,” Sanders 
said.
- Paid Advertisement -
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Ambling through the bright, sunny, new Conaton Learning Commons 
last Thursday, surrounded by colorful flowers and a few more unneces-
sary televisions, many Xavier students likely thought they had finally 
stepped out of  the drudgery of  years in craggy Alter Hall into an era 
where they are able to learn using the best new technology in a state-of  
the-art building.
Yet, the physical updates were merely for show, as Founder’s Day 
meant the building would be closing at 2 p.m. to celebrate the comple-
tion of  the Hoff  Academic Quad with a banquet. Yes, the learning 
activities of  the shiny new Learning Commons would be terminated for 
the day so the University could celebrate the learning activities that will 
occur in the shiny new Learning Commons.
Aside from the hypocrisy of  the Founder’s Day event, the Newswire 
found it odd that students were not more strongly encouraged to at-
tend the celebration. Sure, there may have been alcohol on hand, but 
the event could have been a chance for of-age upperclassmen to meet 
the people who brought them the new building, and for donors to feel 
more connected to the student body. 
The Newswire, and presumably the rest of  the student body, is very 
thankful for the new buildings, and undeniably appreciative of  the con-
tributions of  the men and women in snappy business attire occupying 
upper Ledgewood Avenue on Thursday and Friday last week. Yet, we 
just wish that we could have expressed our thanks and gratitude per-
sonally, or at a more convenient time—perhaps in the summer, when 
there were not lectures to be heard, papers to be written, tutoring to be 
received or late-night cram sessions to be sweated over for many of  the 
students.
Over the past several years, the numerous initiatives undertaken by 
Xavier to promote sustainability have been a mixed bag.  For the most 
part, these programs have centered on common-sense measures such 
as reducing waste and improving efficiency.  A few programs, however, 
are likely to arouse some passions.
The voluntary $10 “green fee,” for example, may not be as innocu-
ous as it appears.  Even with universal participation, it will be decades 
before the program could fund a potential center, to say nothing of  
numerous activities.  Once that becomes clear, the first natural response 
will be to raise the fee.  Of  course, as participation declines in response 
to the increased cost, pressure will grow to make the fee compulsory, 
despite having no academic justification.
The Campus Action Plan also proposes an Environmental Science 
major.  If  granted, this would represent a minor affront to the tire-
less advocates of  an Africana Studies major.  Moreover, several details 
surrounding this aspect of  the CAP arouse suspicions.  Not only is 
the stated aim of  the major to “help Xavier recruit students interested 
in sustainability… [who] will help to change the culture on campus,” 
rather than to better educate students, but several sentences later, the 
addition of  a sustainability course to the core curriculum is suggested as 
a “future consideration”.  Once again, this example shows that the CAP 
blurs the line between voluntary and mandatory.
The Newswire does not wish to impugn the idea of  sustainability, per 
se, and in fact we support the vast majority of  the initiatives proposed 
by the CAP.  We remain concerned, however, that Xavier will take its 
enthusiasm to excess.  As important as the environment is, the primary 
purpose of  Xavier University is to educate, a fact which we hope will 
not be forgotten.
Letters to the editor
‘Cause your 
school don’t 
dance and if it 
don’t dance
well it’s no school 
of mine
If  you don’t desire the soul 
searing experience of  Metropolis 
and don’t fancy being sweat upon 
by drunken people who just 
LOVE the Single Ladies dance, 
then there aren’t many dancing 
options for you at Xavier. 
Look at the facts: No one, 
except OT, really knows each 
other at the Black and White 
dance—if  first-years do happen 
to know someone, it’s usually in 
the biblical sense. Good inten-
tions aside, Dance Marathon is a 
family-oriented affair that keeps 
the lights on. Boat Dance, while 
inspiring many rousing testaments 
of  “I’m on a boat!” is limited in 
size because, well, it’s on a boat. 
“Players” has those impromptu 
dance parties but I’m never sure if  
I am really invited or if  they’re just 
saying that. And admit it, Campus 
Ministry is just not meant to throw 
dances (Boo Bash anyone?).
So the only real dance option 
for students is Senior Ball, and I’m 
A riddle wrapped in an enigma
Recently I was able to see the 
pictures from Founder’s Day at 
Xavier. From what little informa-
beginning to feel as if  it is some 
cruel carrot Xavier is dangling in 
front of  me while whispering four 
year plan, four year plan.
Thus, this is my shout out to 
you, fancy Student Government 
Association: bring more dances 
to Xavier’s undergraduate student 
population. Everybody needs to 
loosen up. Everybody deserves to 
get a little crazy. Maybe it would 
even encourage freshmen to ask 
members of  the opposite, or 
same, sex to do something besides 
study together and go to Newport 
on the Levee—and then Dr. Beste 
could finally get some sleep at 
night. At the very least it would 
give dance party enthusiasts like 
myself  a place to go. 
And hey, if  you make it happen, 
I’ll even let you slap a “Brought to 
you by SGA” sticker on me while 




at Founder’s Day 
ceremony
tion I was able to gain, this day was 
to celebrate the many people who 
have donated money to make the 
excellent facilities at Xavier possi-
ble. However, I noticed that there 
were very few students present for 
this ceremony. While I understand 
the logistical problems of  inviting 
the undergraduates to such a cere-
mony, I feel that the student body 
was underrepresented. In fact, 
many students were only aware 
of  the ceremony because the new 
Learning Commons was closed. 
While a speech from Fr. Michael 
J. Graham, S.J. is always appropri-
ate for these situations, I feel that 
a speech delivered from a student 
representative would have been 
even more sincere in its thanks. 
Perhaps the Student Government 
Association president would be a 
student appropriate for this task, 
but I have an even more inclusive 
decision. Why not have the stu-
dent body select someone to give 
a speech of  thanks at such cere-
monies, enabling the student body 
to directly vocalize their thanks 
for the opportunities these people 
have given us. You can’t fit us all 
in at Founder’s Day, but you can 
at least let us give thanks in our 
own way.
B. A. Klapper| ‘11
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Not for recreational purposes
A Cincinnati streetcar named 




•	 as Xavier plans the development of East 
Campus, we hope to see signs that the administra-




except that the new rooms will not alleviate over-
crowding so much as ensure that as many students 
will be overcrowded as possible.
•	 The	 Newswire congratulates Cadet shaina 
Cales for her ranking in the National Order of Merit 
List.  we also applaud Xavier for supporting its 
ROTC	program,	rather	than	fighting	to	eliminate	it	
as other schools have done.
•	 In	an	effort	to	boost	declining	sales,	Anheuser-
Busch will launch a new advertising campaign to-
day, featuring free samples of Budweiser at many 
bars this evening.  But with craft brews continuing 
to gobble up market share, the problem may not be 
that people have not tried Budweiser, but that they 
have.
•	 Now	 that	 the	 new	 shuttle	 route	 has	 finally	
been implemented, the future of the shuttle system 
will be determined largely by the results of this 
year.  if the increased accessibility promotes rider-
ship, it may become a staple of the Xavier culture. 
if, on the other hand, the new routes merely make 
life more convenient for the same half-dozen regu-
lar riders, expect the shuttle system to factor in the 
next sGa elections.
•	 On	two	consecutive	days,	Xavier	Police	had	
to respond to non-students soliciting on campus.  in 
one instance, a non-student asked for money or work 
on the academic mall, while in the second instance 
two non-students solicited magazine subscriptions. 
as any reasonable person knows, not only is one 
much more likely to obtain employment when one 
does not have to be escorted from the premises, one 
is also more likely to sell a magazine when one is 
selling it to… not college students.  while many 
good people are out of work due to the recession, 
the stupidity exhibited by these individuals reminds 
us that there is still some justice in the world.
•	 Pardon	us	if	we	ruffle	feathers,	but	is	there	not	
an intrinsically contradictory quality to the study 
Rewards	 Program?	 	 In	 order	 to	 receive	 tickets	 to	
enter	in	the	raffles,	students	must	be	seen	studying.	
in fact, the stated aim of the program is to make 
the dorms conducive to both studying and social-
izing.  Yet, in our experience, studying and social-
izing are mutually exclusive activities.  Hence, we 
can only conclude that the program will not lead to 
improved academic performance, but will merely 
cause students to spend additional hours on their 
schoolwork.
•	 Even	as	we	are	glad	that	Norwood	will	ben-
efit	 from	being	named	one	of	 the	 “100	best	 com-
munities	for	young	people”	by	America’s	Promise	
alliance, we must temper our excitement.  Norwood 
will	benefit	materially,	but	the	award	does	little	for	
the city’s prestige.  with only 350 applicants this 
year, the results effectively proclaim that Norwood 
is	“above	average.”
A collection of  comments, observations, and general remarks 
from your friendly editorial staff, intended for your edification and 
amusement
A few weeks back, a friend of  
mine recommended that I watch a 
BBC documentary film series enti-
tled “The Power of  Nightmares”. 
Trusting my friend’s judgment, I 
decided to take his advice, prompt-
ly booted up the old YouTube 
machine, and after punching a 
few keys, began to feel the early 
tremors of  the 
kind of  world-
view earthquake 
that usually only 
takes place dur-
ing a lecture by 
Dr. Fairfield.  
The “Power 
of  Nightmares,” 
already six years 
old by the time 
it infiltrated my 
mind, explains 
and compares 
the birth and 
d e v e l o p m e n t 
of  the Neo-
Conservative movement in the 
United States and the radical 
Islamist movement in the Middle 
East and elsewhere.  
Without going into too much 
detail, I’ll just say that the series 
presents an eye-opening look into 
the ways in which fear, paranoia 
and misinformation have come 
to dominate politics, dangerously 
alter the course of  history and 
perpetuate misunderstanding and 
distrust between the people and 
nations of  this world.  
If  you haven’t already watched 
it, I recommend that you do.  Just 
don’t watch it before bed like I did 
(talk about nightmares!).  
Anyhow, to argue for the im-
portance or validity of  the series 
isn’t the reason that I’m writing 
this. You see, after watching it, I 
of  course had to go out and tell 
a few of  my friends that they 
should watch it too.  Well, one of  
them did, and when I asked him 
what he thought of  it, he supplied 
me with the utterance that drove 
me to write this article.  He said, 
“I liked it.” 
Now at the time, this struck 
me as a rather peculiar thing to 
say about something so grave and 
disheartening. 
I think I know 
what he meant, 
but still, of  all 
the things he 
could have said, 
“I liked it?”  
I struggled 





alized that I had 
‘liked it’ too.  In 
some weird way, 
I had found it 
entertaining.  
It’s as if  all these new and 
radical ideas had momentarily 
entered into my mind, only to 
swim around long enough for me 
to recommend their creator to a 
friend, and then it was on to the 
next thing, with maybe only some 
mental residue left to speak of.  
Until, that is, I happened to pick 
up the book, “Amusing Ourselves 
to Death,” by Neil Postman.
This book (already 25 years 
old by the time it infiltrated my 
mind), helped me understand 
what was troubling me about the 
similar reactions my friend and I 
had after watching “The Power 
of  Nightmares.”  Among other 
things, Postman argues that we 
place too much emphasis on try-
ing to entertain ourselves.  
Our obsession with entertain-
ment has even come so far as to 
infect the sphere of  education.   
   We’re not supposed to be en-
tertained by films like “The Power 
of  Nightmares;” we’re supposed 
to be enlightened by them.  We’re 
not supposed to enjoy them, we’re 
supposed to be angered by them.
For example, how many of  
you saw the film, “Supersize Me?” 
Were you entertained by it?  
Now, do you remember seeing 
and hearing about all the disgust-
ing and unhealthy ingredients and 
practices involved in the prepera-
tion of  the fastfood depicted in 
the film?
I’m sure that along with being 
entertained by the film, most of  
you were also repulsed.  But how 
many of  you who were repulsed 
while watching “Supersize Me” 
have eaten fastfood since?  
We’re you actually able to learn 
from the film and chanage the 
ways in which you conduct your 
life?
If  we truly believe the messages 
conveyed in films like “The Power 
of  Nightmares” or “Supersize 
Me,” we shouldn’t let these mes-
sages escape us once we’re fin-
ished watching.  We should allow 
them to become part of  us.  Only 
then will they incite us to take 
action.  
As college students poised in 
this unique position to be heard 
and to make a difference, we really 
need to take a step back and learn 
how to determine what’s trivial 
and what’s important, what’s just 
entertaining and what actually im-
pacts our own lives and the condi-
tion of  the world we all share.  
Maybe there’s more to life than 
the acquisition of  continuous 
entertainment.  Maybe it’s time 
we stop distracting ourselves and 
start talking about the things that 
matter.  
First of  all, let me just say that 
the Cincinnati streetcar is a great 
plan for the economic revitaliza-
tion of  the city.  A green mode 
of  transportation connecting 
downtown with hospitals and the 
University of  
Cincinnati up-
town seems like it 
can only be good 
for the city.




It’s true; there is. 
It may not have 
quite the same 
national, regional, 
or local following 
as UC (which is 
a much larger 
school, after all), 
but at least it has 
a much better 
basketball team. 
In all the discussion about the 
streetcar, why is Xavier being left 
out?  It’s a common stereotype 
in Cincinnati that Xavier is just a 
pesky little bug in a Bearcat city.  
To be honest, maybe we aren’t 
doing quite enough to get rid of  
that label.  Sure, we have all that 
new construction causing a stir, 
but maybe we need more than 
that.  
Like James Bond, let’s shake 
things up, not stir them around.
I m a g i n e 
if  a street-
car also con-
nected with 







you also know 
that there have 
been plans 
for a light 
rail through 
Xavier?  You 
know all those 
o v e r g r o w n 
and unused railroad tracks slicing 
through Xavier and Norwood? 
Those would be the base for a 
light rail system.
It’s called the Eastern Corridor, 
and it’s a plan to integrate light rail, 
a more efficient bus and highway 
system, and bike paths throughout 
the suburbs east of  downtown.  
And like the streetcar plan, the 
main goal of  the Eastern Corridor 
is economic revitalization of  the 
region—of  downtown in particu-
lar—by making it easier to trans-
port people from the suburbs.
In the plans, Xavier would be 
one of  the hubs of  the system, 
directly connecting to down-
town, Rookwood, and Hyde Park 
Square.  How great would that be 
for all of  you freshamn who don’t 
have cars?
That is why we need to get 
students involved in the Eastern 
Corridor.  After all, it actually has a 
direct impact on Xavier.  Not only 
does the streetcar skip Xavier, but 
(even worse!) it benefits UC.  So 
let’s shift our focus to the Eastern 
Corridor.
Yet rather than going for a co-
operative approach for the benefit 
of  the whole region, the city sees 
the Eastern Corridor as a compet-
itor of  the streetcar.  In fact, City 
Council recently voted to deny 
federal funding to the Eastern 
Corridor in favor of  the streetcar.
All the more reason for us to 




T o m m y 
KauffmaNN 
Staff  Writer
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By Shane Mulvihill
Staff  Writer
For all athletes there comes a 
time when they question whether 
they belong playing at a high level. 
Good athletes embrace that mo-
ment and gain confidence from 
it, and realize they belong playing 
against the best. For the Xavier 
volleyball team, that moment may 
have come this weekend.
Despite a 3-1 loss to Saint 
Louis, the Musketeers took pride 
in knowing they could play with 
anybody in the A-10.
“Looking back, I think our kids 
feel like that’s a match we very well 
could have won,” head coach Mike 
Johnson said. “We just made a few 
errors at times when we couldn’t. 
We gave up a run when it was a 
tough time to do so, and that was 
the whole match.”
In the fourth set, with the 
Musketeers down two sets to 
one, but up in the set 17-15, the 
Billikens went on an 8-0 run to 
take control of  the set and match 
for good.
Senior Shannon Voors had 
a match-high 18 kills in the los-
ing effort. Sophomore Stephanie 
Vorherr recorded 21 digs.
“SLU is a very good team,” 
Johnson said. “They’ve got a lot 
of  young talent. They’re getting 
better quickly.”
SLU currently has seven fresh-
men on the roster and only one 
senior.
“I think the positive was [the 
girls] saw that had we played just 
a little bit better, a little more dis-
ciplined, and met our standards, 
I’d say that’s a match we win,” 
Johnson said. “I think that was 
an exciting realization for them 
and hopefully next time we’ll be 
better.”
Two days earlier, the Musketeers 
picked up their first conference 
win of  the season, a 3-2 victory 
over Duquesne.
With the Musketeers down 12-4 
in the third set, freshman Sarah 
Brown spurred the Musketeers’ 
comeback run. First she picked 
up a kill and followed with an 
ace. It sparked a 14-1 run for the 
Musketeers.
“Brown came in and gave us a 
huge spark off  the bench getting 
that serve. It led us on a big run, 
which led us, probably towards 
Confidence grows 
for volleyball in A-10
Soccer: loved and lost
By Scott Mueller
Sports Editor
Senior Shannon Voors leads the 
team in kills with 208 and aces with 
21.
Photo courtesy of goxavier.com
Dear America,
Where did things go so wrong? 
I thought what we had was spe-
cial, but now I realize that it was 
all just a lie, the most typical case 
of  summer love.
I had loved you from afar for 
some time, I always wanted to 
meet you but I just didn’t know 
how. I had my friend ESPN talk 
to you for weeks and weeks be-
cause I wasn’t sure if  you liked me 
or not, but once we finally met, it 
was love at first sight.
It was an infatuation filled with 
more coverage than I have ever re-
ceived; sold out jerseys, TV ratings 
through the roof  and the comfort 
knowing that you actually cared.
It was bliss. It was perfect. I 
felt like I could finally compete 
with the other jocks: football and 
baseball.
For once I was the main attrac-
tion. You were talking about me 
all the time, you were following 
me religiously and everything was 
wonderful. I was on top of  the 
world; I was America’s pastime.
Soccer grabs first win
Despite being four games into 
the season, Friday night’s 1-0 win 
over Lipscomb University was a 
night of  firsts for the Xavier men’s 
soccer team.
The Musketeers scored their 
first goal of  the season and held 
on to pick up their first win of  the 
year—and sixth of  the past three 
years.
Senior midfielder Andy Dimbi 
was the star of  the night, scoring 
the match’s lone goal on a penalty 
kick in the 41st minute.  
Dimbi was awarded the penalty 
kick after being taken out by the 
Lipscomb goalkeeper as he chased 
down the ball.  
Dimbi’s scoring chance was 
part of  an improved offensive 
performance for a team that has 
now been outshot 99 to 37.
Xavier’s 11 shots on Friday 
were the second highest total for 
a match this season, with nine of  
the shots coming before halftime. 
Head coach Andy Fleming 
wanted to see his team play a little 
bit more aggressively in the sec-
ond half.  
“I would have liked to see us 
have more command of  the game 
in its later stages and possibly 
score a second goal,” Fleming said. 
“But that will come with more ex-
perience playing ahead, which we 
hadn’t done in a few games.”
The Musketeers were again 
anchored by their defense, which 
recorded the team’s third shutout 
in five matches this season.
Xavier’s No. 5 ranked defense, 
by goals against average,  has kept 
the match,” Johnson said.
The fifth and decisive set 
was dominated by Xavier. The 
Musketeers jumped out to a 4-0 
lead and expanded it from there. 
They took the set 15-5.
The Musketeers will return 
home for their conference home 
opener against Fordham at 7 p.m. 
on Friday, Oct. 1 at Cintas Center. 
On Saturday, Oct. 2 the Muskies 
will host Rhode Island at 4 p.m.
 “In this league there is a lot of  
parity,” Johnson said. “We’re go-
ing to have to play well to win.”
Johnson stressed the positive 
role a hometown crowd can have. 
“Volleyball is such an emotional 
game,” Johnson said. “The fans 
really can make a difference in our 
success.”
“We’d like to build this to a 
point where Xavier volleyball 
is one of  the hottest tickets in 
town,” Johnson said. “We just ask 
people to try it, give it a chance, 
see what it’s like, see if  they can 
get caught up in the emotion of  
the game, and if  they do they 
might really like it and might want 
to come back.”
Sophomore James Queree (left), freshman Andy Kaplan and the Xavier 
defense have allowed only two goals in five games.
Newswire photo by Jack VanderToll
Classifieds
For classified orders and information, call Emily Klein 
at 513-745-3561 or email her at Newswire-Classi-
fieds@xavier.edu
Seeking student to walk dogs 
six hours of  the week. $7.30 per 
hour. Ref. required. Own trans-
poration. Wyoming area. Call Sue 
at 513-235-0062.
Available for 2011 school year. 
Housing also available imme-
diately. Five houses one block 
from campus.  2, 3, and 4 full size 
bedrooms. Large houses, walk to 
campus, other student housing 
immediately next door. Laundry, 
fully equipped kitchens, plenty of  
parking, clean and well equiped. 
513-616-3798 or  email Doug.




But then it all came crumbling 
down.
I suppose it was better to have 
been America’s pastime and lost, 
than to have never been America’s 
pastime at all, but what is it that 
changed the way you felt about 
me?
I know Landon Donnovan’s 
goal against Algeria had you more 
excited than ever. You posted a 
video on YouTube about it.
How did it come to this? Was 
it the lackluster performance 
against a Ghana team I should 
have beaten? Was it the fact that I 
didn’t live up to your expectations 
yet again? Was it the fact that you 
were watching world class athletes 
at the World Cup, but when the 
Cup was over you had to settle for 
watching glorified minor leaguers 
in the MLS?
This love affair was short, but 
fierce. And I have the strange sense 
of  déjà vu, that we have done this 
in the past. Did we have an affair 
in Germany four years ago? I can’t 
recall, but I think it was you.
Why do you keep doing this to 
my heart?  You show some inter-
est in me and then pull the rug out 
from underneath my feet.
And I know I’m not alone in 
this either. I heard what you did 
to the Olympics. I should have 
known you didn’t actually care 
about gymnastics, just like you 
didn’t actually care about me.
What do I need to do for your 
love? If  you want to get up at 7 
a.m. on Saturday you can watch 
Premier League matches and 
watch the best at work. Maybe, if  
you want, you could just try MLS, 
just once?
I’ll do anything to get you 
back. Maybe I could do nick-
names on jerseys like the XFL… 
oh yeah… Kaka, Ronaldo, Xavi. 
If  Clint Dempsey just puts Clint 
on his jersey will you watch?
Maybe I could work some-
thing out with FIFA and make 
goals worth six points, you 
know… like American football? 
Would it help if  I got rid of  ties, 
like the NHL? It is all just a lost 
cause at this point. You can never 
love me the same way again.




Defense continues to lead team
the team in every match this sea-
son by only allowing two goals in 
five matches.
Sophomore goalkeeper Justin 
Marshall has led the defensive ef-
fort, recording two consecutive 
shutouts after returning from a 
foot injury. 
Marshall is third in the nation 
in goals against average, allowing 
just one goal this season.
Fleming was again pleased with 
the performance of  his defense. 
“I liked our tempo on the de-
fensive side of  the ball and felt 
that we competed very well,” 
Fleming said.
Fleming was also encouraged 
by the growth of  his Musketeers 
(1-2-2) on and off  the field.  
“Several teams across the coun-
try have already come unraveled 
and some already have packed it 
in, which was a benchmark for 
this program in the past,” Fleming 
said. “Not us. Our guys have great 
perspective about what a mara-
thon the season is and how you 
are only judged on the final body 
of  work in November.” 
“With that being said, their dai-
ly approach, one game at a time 
perspective and big picture un-
derstanding of  where we want to 
be has blown me away,” Fleming 
said. 
The team is now in prepara-
tion for Wednesday night’s match 
against cross-town rival University 
of  Cincinnati at 7 p.m. at the 
Xavier Soccer Complex.
The Bearcats come into the 
match with a 3-2-2 record.
Fleming was optimistic that 
Xavier could end a five-year los-
ing streak to the Bearcats.
“There are a few teams we have 
played thus far who resemble UC 
and I feel those games will have 
us ready for what we can expect,” 
Fleming said.  “I think you will see 
us [be] a bit more aggressive in 
our approach and play at a higher 
tempo as we finally get more guys 
healthy and have increased our 
depth.”
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A captain of  the 1998 Atlantic 
10 Champion Xavier women’s 
soccer team, Keri Heedum now 
prowls the sidelines as an assistant 
coach for the Musketeers.
The Newswire recently sat down 
with Heedum to catch up on her 
career on the field, her transition 
to the sidelines and her relation-
ship with head coach Woody 
Sherwood.
Xavier Newswire: What 
was your experience playing as 
a Musketeer? How did you feel 
about the players around you? 
Was there anything special about 
the team you played with for four 
years?  
Keri Heedum: I spent four 
outstanding years at Xavier. We 
were a family on and off  the field 
and most of  us have continued to 
stay in touch for the past 10 years. 
Each day at training when I look 
at the wall, I’m reminded of  what 
we accomplished my senior year 
and feel very proud to be a part 
of  the Xavier women’s soccer his-
tory. Coming back to Xavier 12 
years later, I can only hope the 
girls sense my loyalty and love 
for this program and will strive 
for the same successes we had in 
Heedum returns as coach




1998. We want the program to be 
successful and we want the girls 
to feel like this was the best four 
years of  their lives. 
Xn: You were captain of  
the 1998 team that won its first 
A-10 Conference Championship. 
What was that like? The team also 
achieved its first NCAA berth. 
How did that feel?
KH: 1998 was a year I will never 
forget. It’s a great feeling to know 
that you’ve made history. It would 
be a tremendous accomplishment 
to not only have made that history 
but to now coach players to make 
their own.
Xn: What was it like playing 
for head coach Woody Sherwood 
and now assisting him on the 
sidelines?
KH: Woody is the exact same 
guy now as a head coach as he was 
back in the day when I played for 
him. It is definitely a privilege to 
come back after all these years and 
be his assistant.
Xn: What are you looking for-
ward to achieving with the team 
now and in years to come?
KH: Competing to be at the 
top of  the Atlantic 10.
Xn: What are your thoughts 
on this 2010 team?
KH: We’re excited about the 
2010 team. This group has shown 
a commitment to getting better. 
We’re looking forward to the start 
of  Atlantic 10 play. 
 The women’s soccer team begins 
A-10 Conference play against La Salle 




The wins may not be going on 
the record, but the Xavier men’s 
tennis team is slowly stockpiling 
victories during its fall schedule.
After consecutive weeks in 
Indiana, the Musketeers won 
three flights at the Ball State 
Invitational.
In fact, six of  the nine players 
on the team made it to the finals 
of  the Ball State Invitational. 
Senior Bobby Deye grabbed 
the overall top flight singles final 
and freshman Mesa Mei snagged 
first in the Flight A White round.
Sophomores Philip Diaz and 
Brandon MacDonald beat out their 
fellow teammates, juniors Richard 
Canelas and Marc Pretorius, in the 
Flight B doubles finals.
Deye and senior Brian Starr 
won the doubles Flight A 
Consolation round. Mei came into 
the tournament looking to expand 
on a strong performance at the 
Hoosier Invitational last week.
Mei is 3-1 in the fall season.
“He’s very good,” head coach 
Eric Toth said. “The first weekend 
showed his experience. He lost in 
the final round of  last week’s invi-
tational, a game I think he should 
have won. This weekend he did a 
lot better with sticking and playing 
within his game.”
Freshman Jimmy Roebker has 
also made some improvements 
since last week.
“He got to the finals of  the 
flight that Deye won,” Toth said. 
“Along the way he got revenge on 
a very good Cleveland State player 
who beat him last weekend at the 
Hoosier Invitational.”
Along with the strong start 
from the freshmen, Toth has also 
been impressed with the two se-
niors, Deye and Starr.
“They’re good individuals, not 
just players, but good people,” 
Toth said. “The underclassmen 
have it good with these two kids 
to look up to.”
The two are even better on the 
court together, according to Toth.
“On the court, Bobby is more 
vocal,” Toth said. “I have seen 
Brian embrace his role as captain 
lately. Brian is pretty quiet, but I 
count on him to be a team leader. 
He’s made a strong effort to be 
vocal.”
So far, the winning percent-
age of  doubles play has increased 
by nearly 10 percent. The team is 
12-6 in doubles play.
On Oct. 8-10 the men will 
participate in the Michigan State 
Invitational.
Tennis continues 
to pile on victories
Assistant coach Keri Heedum led 
the Musketeers to 12 victories, an 
Atlantic 10 Championship and an 
NCAA tournament appearance in 
1998.
Photo courtesy of goxavier.com
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Peace, love and Shakespeare
1.
1.
- Paid Advertisement -
Hippies, drugs, flower power 
and…Shakespeare? Although it 
may seem like an odd combina-
tion, the Cincinnati Shakespeare 
Company successfully intertwined 
the 1960s and Shakespeare’s 
“Much Ado About Nothing.”
The play, which originally ran 
Sept. 3 – 26, has been extended an 
extra week due to popularity.
Similar to many other 
Shakespearean works, “Much 
Ado” speaks of  love, mistaken 
identity and confusion. Also char-
acteristic of  Shakespeare, the show 
ends with multiple weddings.
CSC’s production begins on 
a summer day in 1968 when the 
Vietnam War is in full swing. 
Student protestors arrive on the 
property of  Leonato (played 
by Buz Davis), the governor of  
Messina.
One protestor, Claudio (Ian 
Bond), falls in love with Leonato’s 
daughter, Hero (Sara Clark). Don 
Pedro (Giles Davies), the head 
of  the protesting, agrees to dis-
guise himself  at a costume party 
and pretend to be Claudio, asking 
Hero to marry him.
Meanwhile, Benedick (Bruce 
Cromer), a long-time bachelor 
who vows to never fall in love, 
overhears a conversation about 
how Beatrice (Hero’s cousin, 
played by Sherman Fracher) is 
lovesick for him. Immediately, 
Benedick discovers his love for 
Beatrice and decides to woo her.
After much drama, deception, 
a faked death and broken vows, 
both couples survive the jour-
ney and happily marry, ending 
the show with more dancing and 
merriment. 
Benedick seemed to be the 
most loved by the audience. 
Cromer successfully highlighted 
the comedy in Benedick and had 
the audience loving every moment. 
His outlandish actions, a result of  
his new love for Beatrice, included 
showing off  his stomach, prancing 
around stage, running into things 
and finding sexual undertones in 
all Beatrice says. All these things, 
along with his ability to take own-
ership of  the character, made him 
an audience favorite.
The set was very modern and 
fitting for a 1960s commune, full 
of  symbols, colors and simplic-
ity. The background was simply a 
large yellow sun with lights within 
that could change the appearance 
from sunrise to sunset.
The rest of  the set consisted 
of  moveable walls in the shape 
of  faces, which were cleverly dis-
guised amongst the painted peace 
signs, flowers and clouds. 
The only stage prop was a 
multi-colored bench.
CSC also made this production 
their own by incorporating period 
music throughout the production. 
Characters sang and played Beatles 
favorites including “Blackbird,” 
“Norwegian Wood” and “All You 
Need Is Love.”
Overall, the Cincinnati 
Shakespeare Company’s pro-
duction of  “Much Ado About 
Nothing” was one of  the best 
Shakespearean plays I’ve seen per-
formed in years. The acting and 
precision was impeccable, and the 
actors made the old English lan-
guage easy to understand while 
also removing the “boring” ste-
reotype that is often associated 
with Shakespeare. 
So, “go-go” get your fringe 
jackets and boogie over to see the 
final performances of  “Much Ado 
About Nothing.” Ya dig?




Ursula, Margaret and Hero discuss Benedick’s love for Beatrice.
BY raChael harris
Asst. A & E Editor
Local Xavier student 
performs at Midpoint 
Music Festival 
Photo Courtesy citybeat.com
     More than 250 national and local acts descended on 25 downtown 
Cincinnati stages last weekend for the Midpoint Music festival.
     Running Sept. 23-25, the festival, which is only four years old,  featured 
acts like Caribou,  The Sundresses,  Jake Speed and the Freddies,  Margot 
& the Nuclear So and So’s and You, You’re Awesome. 
     Xavier University junior Mike Pekel  who played keyboards, bass guitar 
and sang backup vocal at the event with local band Weakness.
     “Midpoint was rad.” Pekel said,  “It’s among the few really cool music 
events that Cincinnati offers. The bar we played at, ‘Courtyard Cafe’ on 
Main Street, was packed to the brim for our set. I was super stoked,” 
     You can check out the band at www.myspace.com/weakness.
-sarah Wieten
From sept. 22nd.
wholesome and genuine the ex-
perience felt, and how tremen-
dous an opportunity it is for any-
one looking to get involved. 
As I approached the 
NEXUS (Norwood-Evanston-
Xavier-Urban-Sustainability) 
Community Garden on that 
Saturday, it seemed an entirely 
different place than the quiet 
garden I was accustomed to. For 
the first time in my experience, it 
was bustling with people.
Drawing near the roughly 
two dozen people congregated 
around the garden, I immedi-
ately became aware of  a certain 
sense of  camaraderie and ac-
complishment—poised, but not 
self-congratulatory.
I felt electrified when I saw a 
spread of  food atop one of  the 
old wooden picnic tables. Before 
Linda, I spoke with senior the-
ology major Chris Place, the 
NEXUS student garden coordi-
nator, to get more information 
about the compost pile. Place ex-
plained how there are two sides 
to the pile. At any given time, 
After an arduous planning 
process that took nearly the en-
tire academic year, Stavole and 
other members of  the Xavier 
Garden Club began construction 
of  the garden on March 24 as a 
part of  Community Action Day.
The true scale of  the project 
really started to sink in for me as 
Stavole discussed the work that 
went into the garden: the logis-
tical planning, physical prepara-
tion and continuous attention 
from the gardeners. So much 
time and effort went into the 
mere creation of  this garden, not 
to mention the amount it took to 
make it successful. I could tell 
the integrity of  the project meant 
a great deal to all those involved.
“It’s all organic, we don’t use 
chemicals here,” Stavole said. 
After thanking Stavole for 
showing me around, I set off  on 
a new mission. I had to find out 
who made the delicious tomato 
and leek tarts. How good were 
they? All I will say is that, if  I die 
tomorrow, I want the recipe in-
scribed on my tombstone.
I soon found that the tarts 
were made by a woman named 
Linda, a member of  St. Andrew’s 
Episcopal Church in Evanston. 
Before asking what made those 
tarts so good, I wanted some 
background about her and 
how she got involved with the 
NEXUS Community Garden.
Linda explained how she had 
seen a flyer posted on the bul-
letin board of  her church and, 
after contacting the appropriate 
people, acquired a plot and got 
to work.
“As a first-year gardener, I’m 
excited about the whole pro-
cess,” Linda said. “It’s therapeu-
tic, it’s educational and it’s been a 
great experience overall.”
As for the tomato and leek 
tarts, Linda found the recipe in 
the Everyday Food Magazine 
and made them using the gra-
pette tomatoes she grew in the 
garden. Delicious.
After my conversation with 
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Walking to campus for the 
NEXUS Community Garden 
Harvest Party on Saturday, the 
plan running through my mind 
was pretty straightforward: shake 
some hands, jot down a few 
quotes and make a tactful exit so 
as to move on with my Saturday. 
I never would have guessed that 
I would be among the very last 
to leave.
While I had seen the garden 
before, I had never witnessed 
anyone tending the crops, adding 
to the compost pile or engaging 
in any other gardening activi-
ties. All I had ever seen were the 
plants, waiting quietly in their 
designated plots for some much-
needed rainfall, perhaps mourn-
ing the loss of  a fallen friend to 
the gang of  groundhogs that had 
taken up residence nearby.
Nexus Community Garden
A first-hand account by Lee Kindig
and Justice, Robertshaw as-
sumed the position of  Co-Chair 
for the project. With an already 
impressive repertoire of  com-
munity gardening experience, 
she quickly proved to be perfect 
for the job.
“This year was most definitely 
a success,” Robertshaw said. “50 
people grew all sorts of  produce, 
and hundreds were involved in 
the process. It was great to see 
relationships being built through 
this common experience.”
She also explained how they 
partnered with the St. Andrew’s 
Food pantry in Evanston and the 
Norwood Service League to do-
nate 25 pounds of  produce and 
counting. 
And these numbers should 
only improve in years to come. 
In the next few seasons, they 
plan to add a fence to keep out 
pests, double the depth of  the 
grow beds, and even build a 
greenhouse. They also aim to get 
more members of  the communi-
ty involved. With this sentiment 
in mind, I thanked Robertshaw, 
I arrived just as the order was 
given to “dig in,” and as would 
any good guest, I obeyed with-
out hesitation. After some light 
conversation and heavy eating, 
I was ready to make my rounds 
and gather some information.
The first person I spoke with 
was junior biology major and 
Cleveland native, Jessica Stavole. 
She greeted me warmly and of-
fered to show me around the 
garden. 
There were 38 plots which 
were tended to and harvested 
by members of  the Xavier, 
Evanston and Norwood commu-
nities.  Located on either end of  
the garden lie eight plots which 
were tended to by Garden Club 
volunteers, and may be harvest-
ed by all members of  the com-
munity.  Contained within the 
garden were peppers, tomatoes, 
basil, stevia, mint, corn, sweet 
potatoes, watermelon, sunflow-
ers and rosemary, just to name 
a few. 
Stavole explained how she had 
helped initiate the project early 
last fall, and served as one of  the 
key players during the process of  
planning and organizing.
“We spoke with other univer-
sities with successful gardens and 
began writing grants,” Stavole 
said.
To learn more about the Xavier 
Garden Club, Contact Jessica Stavole 
stavolej@xavier.edu
Photo courtesy  of Facebook.com
Juniors Sarah Oldham (left), Jessica Stavole (center) and Bill 
Eichenberger (right) work on a plot in the NEXUS Community Garden.
Photo courtesy  of Facebook.com
Senior Chris Place (left) and Molly Robertshaw (right) coordinated efforts to make NEXUS a reality.
Photo courtesy  of Facebook.com





Photo courtesy  of Facebook.com
congratulated all who remained 
for their hard work and suc-
cess and made my way home. 
As I walked, I reflected on how 
one side would be “cooking” 
and the other would be marked 
“add here.” 
“We encourage students to 
add to the pile with food-waste. 
For example: eggshells, fruits, 
vegetables, banana peels and or-
ange rinds. Just no meats please,” 
Place said.
The name Molly Robertshaw 
kept cropping up in each con-
versation I had, and it seemed 
she was integral to the success 
of  the project. By this time, 
most everyone had left, and the 
few who remained were clean-
ing up. I knew that if  I wanted 
a word with Robertshaw, I had 
better get moving. I thanked 
Place and moved on to my final 
conversation.
Robertshaw was kind enough 
to sit down with me to explain 
her experience of  the whole 
process. 
As Assistant Director of  the 
Dorothy Day Center for Faith 
my eyes was a mouth-watering 
arrangement of  apples, walnut 
chicken salad, tomato and leek 
tarts, mashed potatoes (fresh 
from the garden), zucchini, but-
ternut squash cupcakes and a 
chickpea vegetarian dish.
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